
A simplified introduction of rules to the 
Dark City Games Role-Playing System

Welcome to the Adventure Starter! 
This resource should be a guide to playing ANY of Dark City Games’ 

role-playing Game Books. Your characters, weapons, and storyline will 
change from Game Book to Game Book- but the same rules will apply!

Games can be played Solitaire (you vs. Game Book) or in Groups up to (4).

To get started...
Read through the Rules laid out on the first 2 pages to understand the 

game mechanics, such as; movement and combat. This will teach you some 
basic “how-to’s”, like striking your enemy and minimizing damage.

  
You can use the Examples on the back for a better understanding of the 

gameplay.
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PLAYING THE GAME
CHOOSE A CHARACTER
You may choose a pre-sent character below or create your own. All 
characters must have at least 8 points per attribute (See Character 
Attributes). Total points must = 32. Write down your character’s name & 
attributes on a separate sheet of paper. 

Hector - Warrior 1 (Strong & Quick)
Attributes: ST11 DX11 IQ10
Weapon: Short Sword (melee), Damage Rating: 2D6-1 (2 Dice rolls - 1 
point) 
Armor: Cuirass, Stops 1 Damage point | Shield, Stops 1 Damage point

Ajax - Warrior 2 (Very Strong & Not So Smart)
Attributes: ST14 DX10 IQ8
Weapon: Short Sword (melee), Damage Rating: 2D6-1 (2 Dice Rolls - 1 
point) 
Armor: Cuirass, Stops 1 Damage point | Shield, Stops 1 Damage point 

Paris - Archer (Very Quick & Not So Smart)
Attributes: ST10 DX13 IQ9
Weapon: Bow (missile), Damage Rating: D6 (Roll 1 die)
Armor: Cuirass, Stops 1 Damage point

Merlin - (Weak, Slow & Very Smart)
Attributes: ST9 DX9 IQ14
Weapon: Staff (melee), Damage Rating: D6 (Roll 1 die)
Armor: Cloak, Stops 1 Damage Point

START READING
The GM will begin reading entry 000. When choosing an option, flip to 
the corresponding entry number. The entries are scrambled- so, do not 
read in sequential order.

TRACKING
Over the course of the adventure, write on a separate sheet of paper the 
entries visited, character damages, belongings or plotwords acquired. 

ENCOUNTERS
Throughout the Game Book, characters will encounter foes. If you de-
cide to fight, a die is rolled twice: one for the player(s) and one for the 
Game. The higher roll goes first. Fights take place on the Game Board 
(see Game Board). 

TAKING TURNS
The player taking his/her turn moves each of their characters, one at a 
time. They must complete one character’s turn before going to the next.  
When they are done, the following player begins his/her turn.



GAME OVERVIEW
READING THE GAME
Participants play characters who go adventuring.  Players work together 
against the game. One player (GM) reads the instructions and logs the 
party’s progress. If you are playing solo, you are the GM and Charac-
ter(s).

ROLE ASSIGNMENT
The adventure should be played with 4 characters. Up to 4 players can 
select 1 character each. Smaller groups and solitaire players can take 
multiple characters to reach a total of 4. 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES
Character attributes are allocated among the following: Strength, Dex-
terity & Intelligence. 
Strength (ST): Strong characters survive more damage.
Dexterity (DX): Agile characters attack and dodge better.
Intelligence (IQ): Intelligent characters apply skills better.

MOVEMENT ALLOWANCE
Movement Allowance (MA) is the number of hexes a character is al-
lowed to move; which is his DX/2 rounded down. He may then execute 
ONE action (See ACTION).

GAME BOARD
Game Board: The Game Board is divided into hexagons to regulate 
movement. The Game Book will indicate where to start on the Game 
Board.
Hex: Spaces are marked by hexagons.  One character occupies a hex. A 
character must stop upon entering an enemy’s hex (see Tackle).

WEAPONS & DAMAGE
Weapons: Each character carries a weapon. Each weapon has a damage 
rating. Melee weapons are used to strike opponents, missile weapons 
are used to shoot opponents.
Damage (D): Upon hitting an opponent, the character rolls dice indicat-
ed by his weapon’s damage rating.  

ARMOR
A character getting hit reduces his damage by the value of his armor.
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OFFENSE
ATTACK
An attacker can attack ONE foe per turn.  He can Strike, Shoot, Tackle, 
or Grapple a foe.  He cannot move after his attack.

RANGE
Shooting weapon range exceeds the playing board. Throwing range is 
the thrower’s ST in hexes. 

WINNING A CHECK
Players may choose to roll as many dice as they want.  The higher total 
wins.  If you roll OVER your attribute (see below), you fail.
Tackling (DX), Grappling (ST), Magic (IQ) (See Tackling, Grappling, Mag-
ic.)

STRIKE (MELEE WEAPONS)
A character successfully hits a foe by rolling less than or equal to his DX 
using 3 dice (3/DX). If he hits, he rolls for damage that he inflicts upon 
his foe (See Weapons). 

SHOOT/THROW (MISSILE WEAPONS)
There are 2 types of missile weapons: ones you can throw and ones you 
can shoot. A fighter with a missile weapon hits a foe by rolling less than 
3/DX.  A fighter firing a weapon cannot move, but a character throwing 
a weapon can.

TACKLE
In order to tackle, a character must win a dexterity check (See Winning a 
Check)

GRAPPLE
When grappling a foe, a character is wrestling- and the character or foe 
will then roll to win a check.
He who wins ST can: 1. Roll damage; 2. Exit to an adjacent empty hex; 
or 3. Drag his foe one hex.  Unarmed attacks do d3 damage (no armor).  
A grappler with 2 x ST of his foe moves and acts normally, carrying his 
foe.

DEATH
A character accumulating damage equal to his ST or more, dies.  Injured 
characters automatically recover between adventures.
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DEFENSE & SKILL
DEFENSE
A defender can react to ONE attacker, but loses his next turn.  He can 
dodge, counterattack, or tackle his attacker.

DODGE
A defender dodges into an empty adjacent hex by passing 3/DX.  He 
views the attacker’s hit roll, but not damage roll, before deciding to 
dodge.  A defender cannot dodge a missile weapon.

COUNTER-ATTACK
A defender not dodging, who survives an attack, may immediately 
strike or shoot his attacker.  If he hits, roll damage.

ZONE OF CONTROL
If an attacker, adjacent to a defender, moves to another adjacent hex 
without attacking, the defender can react.  The reaction can be a coun-
terattack or a tackle.

EXPERIENCE POINT
A character gains one experience point (XP) per fight he wins, or per 
plotword he gets.  A character improves an attribute by spending XP = 
his next level + 5.

SKILLS
A character gains a one-point skill by expending 10XP.
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EXAMPLES

Counterattack
Ajax strikes Hector, and rolls damage.  Hector survives and counterattacks.  He 
hits Ajax but loses his next turn.

Death
Hector (ST11) suffers six damage.  He is hit again, suffering another six dam-
age.  He has accumulated 12 damage points which exceeds his ST11. Hector is 
dead.

Dodge
A defender dodges into an empty adjacent hex by passing 3/DX.  
Ajax (DX11) rolls 11, striking Hector.  Hector (DX12) rolls a 9, and dodges into 
an adjacent hex.  Hector loses his next turn.

Experience Point (XP)
Ajax ST12 DX11 IQ10 has accumulated 20 XP.  He increases ST to 13 by spend-
ing 18 XP (Next level = 13 + 5).

Grappling
Ajax (ST12) grapples his Hector (ST11).  Ajax rolls 12, Hector 9.  Ajax wins and 
rolls damage on Hector. 

Hex
Hector (DX11) moves five hexes.

Shoot/Throw (Using missile weapons)
Ajax spends 10XP for knife fighting.  When he fights with a knife, his DX is +1, 
and he does  +1 damage.

Striking (Using melee weapons)
Hector (DX11) rolls a 1, 2, and 5 for a total of 8.  This is his DX or less, so he 
hits his foe. 
He inflicts a Damage Rating of 2d6-1 (2 x 6 sided dice rolls minus 1 point).

Tackle 
In order to tackle, a character must win a dexterity check. 
Ajax (ST14) grapples a foe (ST10).  Ajax rolls three dice; His foe, three.  Ajax 
rolls a 15 and his foe 9.  Ajax’s total is higher, but 15 exceeds Ajax’s ST14.  His 
foe wins ST.

Zone of Control
Ajax hits for 2d6-1 damage.  He rolls a 5, and 2, dealing six damage (5+2-1=6).
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